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• Visual (what you see)

• Vocal (how you hear: sounds, pitch)

• Verbal (what is said: the words themselves)

Tools to get your point across



55%: Visual (what you see)

38%: Vocal (how you hear: sounds, pitch)

7%:   Verbal (what is said: the words themselves)

Weighing your options: 
Consider how audiences receive information

Source: Albert Mehrabian, UCLA



Without physical cues, your audience relies on 

your voice for focus.

Have a conversation, not a monologue.

Plan your emphasis and inflection.

Vocal Consideration #1: 
Consider your tone



Don’t stuff the suitcase. 

Pack what fits, not everything you want to bring.

The power of the pause

Don’t compete with visuals. Break up ideas. 

Give people time. 

Vocal Consideration #2: 
Consider your pacing



Be careful if reading – and don’t read the slide.

Short sentences give space for energy.

Let your emotions be heard.

Be active even without an audience.

Vocal Consideration #3: 
Consider your energy



55%: Visual (what you see)

38%: Vocal (how you hear: sounds, pitch)

7%:   Verbal (what is said: the words themselves)

Weighing your options: 
Consider how audiences receive information

Source: Albert Mehrabian, UCLA



• Who are you trying to reach?

• What do they need to know?

• How do they get their information?

Words Matter.
First things first: Know your audience



Ask yourself:

• What is new with this work?

• What do I want people to 
understand?

• How would I explain this to a 
friend?

• How would I want them to 
explain it to someone else?

Have someone ask you:

• Why was this important to do?

• What do you remember most 
about this project?

• Did anything surprise you?

• What’s next?

• Why?

Words Matter: Uncover your messages. 



Define your narrative: beginning, middle, end.

Map it: take your audience on your journey.

Share your destination: don’t bury the lede. 

Words Matter: Tell your story



• Build connection

• Share insights

• Break up technical information

• Ask rhetorical questions

Words Matter: Engage your audience



Support the audience on your journey:

• Orient them to what they are seeing

• Explain the context

• Share the meaning

Words Matter: Explain your visuals



Practice – all the way through

Warm up

Talk to someone – or something!

Smile!

Keep water handy

Takeaway tips and tricks


